ON THE ETHNONYMS Orok AND Uryangkhai

Abstract. The paper discusses the etymology of the ethnonym Orok, as used for one of the aboriginal populations of the Island of Sakhalin. It has been generally assumed that this ethnonym is connected with the Tungusic term for ‘reindeer’, especially since the Orok, also known by the name Uilta, are reindeer herders. The author demonstrates the unlikeness of this etymology and proposes instead a connection with the widespread generic ethnonym Uryangkhai. This term was transferred on the Orok via the languages of their neighbours, the Sakhalin Ainu and the Sakhalin Ghilyak.
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The Orok are a well-known, though a numerically very small, ethnic group living on central and northern Sakhalin. In the period 1905–1945, when Sakhalin was divided between Russia (the Soviet Union) and Japan, there were Orok living both on the Russian (Soviet) side (north of 50° N) and on the Japanese side (south of 50° N). Together with the Sakhalin Ainu (mainly in the south) and the Sakhalin Ghilyak (mainly in the north), the Orok form one of the three aboriginal populations of the island, to which a fourth member, the Sakhalin Ewenki (in the central part of the island), was added only in recent historical times (mid 19th century). Ultimately, all the languages spoken on Sakhalin are secondary, and all have close relatives elsewhere (Janhunen 1996: 113–117). Orok itself is a Tungusic language of the Nanaic subbranch, most intimately related to Ulcha in the Lower Amur basin (Janhunen 2012: 6). Sakhalin Ghilyak, on the other hand, is in a dialectal relationship with Amur Ghilyak, with both representing traces of the formerly more widespread “Amuric” language family of Continental Manchuria. Sakhalin Ainu, finally, is a branch of the Ainus language family, which has its origins on Hokkaido and further south on the Japanese Islands.

The Orok are known by two ethnonyms. The ethnonym Orok, transmitted into international usage via Russian órok (plural óroki) and Japanese orokko, is not
used by the Orok themselves, who use instead the name *Uilta*, Russian úil’ta and Japanese *uiruta*, which is today the politically correct appellation of this ethnic group. The ethnonym *Uilta*, phonetically [u.čta] ~ [u'ilta] and phonemically perhaps /wilt/a, is of an unknown meaning and origin, but it is, in any case, a regular cognate of *Ulcha*, with the specific Orok deaffrication/depalatalization development *ɕ > t* (and *j > d*) (Benzing 1956: 35–36). Although the opposite has been occasionally maintained, it may be taken for certain that there can be no etymological connection between *Orok* and *Uilta*, which means that the two ethnonyms must have separate sources. Since the name *Orok* is not used as an endonym, it is likely to derive from the language(s) of the neighbours of the Orok. At least as far as the Russian ethnic terminology is concerned, it is well known that ethnic groups in Siberia often received their names from the appellations used by their immediate neighbours in the west and/or north (Janhunen 1985).

While the Orok actively use the name *Uilta* about themselves, it has to be noted that the ethnonym *Ulcha (~ Olcha*) is not used as an endonym by the Ulcha, who use instead the name *naani*, a cognate of the ethnonym Nanai (*naa+nai* ‘local people’). In earlier Russian literature the Ulcha have also been known by the name *Mangun* (from a local name of the Amur). Thus, although the forms *Ulcha* (ulca) and *Uilta* (wilta) represent two diachronic stages of a single name, this name seems always to have referred exclusively to the Orok, whose territory in historical times has been confined to Sakhalin. It was only in Soviet times that the name *Ulcha* was definitively established as the official Russian (and international) appellation of the continental population today known as the Ulcha (*už'cha* : plural *už'chi*). How this ethnonymic confusion came to being is not quite clear (cf. Smolyak 1966: 11–13), but it has to be concluded that the ethnonym *Ulcha* has historically been known also on the continent. Leaving this problem aside, the following discussion will focus on the origins of the ethnonym *Orok*.

**Orok vs. Oroch, Orochen, Oronchon**

Conventionally, it has always been taken for granted that the ethnonym *Orok* is derived from the Tungusic word (*or*)on ‘reindeer’ (SSTM 2: 24–25 s.v. onon). This assumption (e.g. Petrova 1967: 5–6) is all the more natural as the Orok are reindeer herders, or, at least, reindeer husbandry forms an important part of their complex economy, which also comprises fishing and hunting, including hunting of sea mammals. Apart from being a source of food and raw materials, the reindeer is used by the Orok as a pack animal and for riding (Roon 1996: 60–100). This usage of the reindeer must be a trait introduced from the west and/or southwest, where there are several ethnic groups, most of them speaking Tungusic languages, that are characterized by a similar type of reindeer husbandry. The connection with the word for ‘reindeer’
is further supported by the ethnonyms *Oroch (Orochi) and Orochen ~ Oronchon*, as used in reference to some of these other Tungusic-speaking populations.

There are, however, problems involved in the conventional etymology. For one thing, the word *oron* ‘(domesticated) reindeer’ is not present in Orok, which happens to be the only Tungusic language that lacks this Common Tungusic item, otherwise attested even in Manchu (CMED 299 s.v. *oron*). This is perhaps not a serious problem, as the ethnonym *Orok* is not used by the Orok themselves, but the absence of the Common Tungusic word for ‘reindeer’ in their language is nevertheless an interesting anomaly. A possible reason could be lexical taboo, but it is unclear why only the Orok, of all the Tungusic peoples, would have applied taboo to the reindeer. The Orok word for reindeer is *ulaa* (DUL 218 s.v.), which has a certain cognate only in Oroch (ORS 83 s.v. *ulaa*). Incidentally, in view of the important role of the reindeer for the Orok, it has been proposed that *ulaa* could be connected with the ethnonym *Uilta* (Majewicz 1989: 127, 2011: 10–11, cf. also SSTM 2: 262–263 s.v. *ulta*). Unfortunately, this etymology can hardly be correct, as the derivational relationship would be unique.1

Another problem is that the form *Orok*, that is, *oro-k(-)*, cannot be explained as a derivative from *oron* ‘reindeer’. The final (-)n in *oron* is, of course, a secondary element, which can be absent before other suffixes. It is, in fact, absent in the derivatives underlying the ethnonyms *Oroch (Orochi)* and *Orochen*. The latter represent the Ewenki forms orocii and oro-cien, respectively (ÊRS 327 s.v. *orochi*, *orochen*), and are conventionally analysed as possessive derivatives from *oron* ‘reindeer’ (Menges 1968: 31). The nasal is, however, present in the Manchu form *oronco* (CMED 299 s.v. *oronco i nyalma* ‘reindeer herder’) ~ *oroncon*, which yields the alternative form *Orancho* (~ *Oronchun*), Chinese elunchun (*鄂論春*). The only derivative that could possibly be compared with the ethnonym *Orok* would be the Nanai possessive nominal *oron-ku* ‘one who has reindeer’ (NaRS 315 s.v. *orōn : orōnku gurun* ‘reindeer herders’), but it also contains the stem-final nasal, while there is no nasal in *orok(-)*. The marker for possessive nominals has the consonant (*k) also in Udege and Oroch, while the other Tungusic languages, including even Ulcha, show (*c), making the reconstruction of this element particularly problematic (Benzing 1956: 91).

---

1 As for the further connections of *ulaa* ‘reindeer’, a comparison with Mongolic *ulaxa/n ‘relay horse(s), post horse(s)’ > modern *ulaa*, with a well-known Turkic original (and possible wider connections), has been suggested (TMEN 2: 102–107 no. 521) and may be recognized as a possibility, especially as the Orok use the reindeer also as a pack animal. Even so, it is curious that this item is present only in Orok and Oroch, but in no other Tungusic language. Manchu *ulha* ‘livestock, domestic animal’ (CMED 388 s.v. *ulha*) has also been mentioned in this connection (so also in SSTM 2: 263) and would be phonetically compatible with the Orok-Oroch data, but its semantic relationship with the Turko-Mongolic item remains less obvious.
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